
Motor Replacements Documents 

Read the warning on the last page of this handout about wires! 

The attached documents will explain how to install a replacement motor in your NKK Power Base. Since 

we sell motors for both current and older units, we have to provide instructions on how to perform this 

task for both types of power bases. Some of these therefore, may not apply to you 

If you have an older unit that used the orange or black belts, then chances are good that you will have to 

follow the instructions in the document entitled: 

• Important Instructions for installing the new motor and a new ¼” pulley in existing power bases 
 

All customers need to follow the instructions contained in the following 2 documents: 

• Instructions for installing a new High Torque Motor on an existing power base 

• High Torque Motor Pulley and Belt Installation 
 

This last document instructs you on modifying your rubber grommet for installing the Motor Sleeve 

which will give your motor more torque with only a slight reduction in RPM. This is a good thing to do 

since torque is power and power is always good in a motor. This is optional but highly recommended. 

• Motor Sleeve for Power Base and Motorized Skein-winder  
 

Questions? Email us at info@nancysknitknacks.com 

 
High Torque Motor Pulley and Belt Installation 
 
 

 
 

The high torque belt and pulley system installs differently than our original belts and pulleys. 
You cannot wrap the belt over the top of the ball winder pulley. You must position the ball 
winder pulley as shown above and then leverage the belt onto the pulley. Follow these detailed 
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instructions. All High Torque Belts are CLEAR and are ¼” in diameter. The pulley on the ball 
winder will be white and must have a ¼” wide groove. Older pulleys only had a 3/16” wide 
groove. The pulley on the motor must be metal.  
 

1. Slide the belt under the Power Base motor pulley and then prop the ball winder’s pulley 
under the belt as you see in figure 1 above. 

 
2. Note!  These belts do not install like our other belts, you need to stick the pulley on the 

BW under the belt that is coming up from the motor area and then leverage the belt 
onto the pulley as you press the ball winder flat against the top of the power base. See 
photos 

 
3. Once the belt is on the BW pulley, press ball winder flat. Then align the pulleys together 

– the top pulley should be over the groove in the motor pulley. 
 

4. Tighten set screw on BW pulley 
 

5. Install the short L Bolts and clamps that hold the ball winder to the power base. 
 

6. Turn Power Base on and test set the set up. 
 
This motor pulley and belt combination have significantly more torque than our other motors 

and yet, they will still slip prior to breaking your yarn in case of a jam. 

 

 

 

Important Instructions for installing the new motor 

and a new ¼” pulley in existing Power Bases 

 

This pulley replaces the white plastic pulley in your existing system and ordinarily, this pulley 

and motor would be mounted further back in new systems. But when retrofitting this pulley to 

existing systems, it is necessary to mount the pulley as shown below (with the pulley grove 

closest to the motor itself). 

 



 

Alternative solution  

If you are handy and have a drill, you can move the entire motor bracket backwards  ½”. Simply 

remove the motor and the 4 screws that attach the sheet metal motor bracket to the wooden 

base, and move then bracket back ½” and drill 4 new pilot holes and re-mount the bracket in 

this new location. Then you mount the motor and pulley as normal with the pulley set screw 

closer toward the motor (the picture above has the pulley mounted in reverse).  

 

Questions? Call 800-731-5648 or email us at info@nancysknitknacks.com 

Instructions for installing a new High Torque Motor on an existing Power Base 
 

This procedure will guide you in removing the old motor and installing the new motor on your 
Power Base and Power Base Lite. 
 
 

1. Turn power off by pulling the cable out of the power base 
 

2. Remove the base of the Power Base by removing the 4 screws 
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3. Separate the 2 Power Base halves and disconnect the cable that connects the top and 
the bottom 

 
4. Notice the orientation of the pulley on the motor shaft, you will have to re-install this 

pulley this same way after inserting the new motor into the motor bracket 
 

5. Remove the metal motor pulley by loosening the set screw in the pulley 
 

6. Loosen and remove the 4 screws and lock washers that hold the motor into the bracket 
 

7. Push the motor from the front to the back and out of the bracket  
 

8. Install the new motor by sliding it from the back toward the front. 
 

9. !!!! Make sure you orient the motor so that the flat on the shaft is facing up so you can 
tighten the pulley’s set screw after installing it 

 
10. Locate the 4 holes in the motor bracket and insert the lock washers and screws in the 4 

holes that hold the motor into the bracket. Use a #0 or #1 Philips screwdriver. Tighten 
them securely. (Early power bases had a separate aluminum part with what appears as 
blue bumpers with screws. If your unit had these, the motor gets installed to that 
Aluminum plate using the same screws, etc.). 

 
11. Insert the pulley on the shaft – The hub or section with the set screw should be closest 

to the motor itself 
 

12. Leave a small gap of about 1/16 to 1/8 inch from motor to beginning of pulley 
 

13. Tighten the set screw so that it seats onto the flat portion of the motor shaft 
 

14. Reconnect the cable and then put the two halves together. There are two locating pins 
in the wood that help you locate the halves properly. Be careful not to pinch any cables 
between the 2 wooden halves! 

 

15. Insert the 4 screws in the base and tighten. 
 

16. Attach the belt to the motor pulley and ball winder (see separate pulley-belt 
instructions). 

 

17. Turn Power Base on and test the set up. 
 
This motor is the High Torque motor and must be used with the ¼” dia clear belts. 
 



Motors last approximately 2,000 hours before their brushes or gear components fail and they 
can no longer pull a load. Think of them like brake pads on your car. They have to be replaced 
once in awhile. 
 
 Typically, the motors will last about 3-4 years at 2 hours per day, 5 days per week. Excessive 
loads or an improperly fitted oring  on the ball winder can place an extra load on the motor and 
wear them out faster. If you see your belts slip a lot then that is an indication that your load or 
drag is excessive.  Check the O-ring on the ball winder by spinning the handle as fast as you can 
and if it doesn’t spin at least 3 or more times on its own after removing your hand, then adjust 
the o-ring (see our Ball Winder info page for Simple O-Ring adjustment).  
  
If you need any help, give us a call. 
 
  
info@nancysknitknacks.com 
800-731-5648 

 

 

Nancy’s Knit Knacks 

Tech Bulletin 2013-1 

Motor Sleeve for Power Base and Motorized Skein-winder 

 

We have determined that the torque on the High Torque motor that is included 

on all of our motorized units can be increased by approximately 12-15% if the 

user installs a “sleeve” over the motor portion of the motor unit (not over the 

gear housing). All Power Base/Motorized Skein-winder shipments starting 2-5-

2013 will include this sleeve automatically but users purchasing motor 

replacements will need to install the sleeves on their units if they want to take 

advantage of this increased power. 

 

If your existing motor already has a sleeve, then just install the new motor with 

the sleeve in the existing motor bracket in the same manner as the existing motor 

is. 

 

Since it was never planned to use this sleeve, our motor mount does not easily accommodate it 

however, these instructions will show the user how to adapt the new sleeve to their existing 

motor mount. 
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To install the new sleeve on an existing motor or on a replacement motor, the user needs to 

modify the rubber grommet that is on the metal motor mount bracket.  This is necessary 

because the motor and sleeve together are too large to fit thru the grommet and the grommet 

needs to be modified. 

 

 
 

 

Existing rubber grommet in 
motor bracket 

Remove grommet from 
bracket 

Using a scissors, cut the grommet in half. 

   
Grommet after cutting, use the 
larger half if one half is slightly 

larger than the other. 

Mount the grommet in the 
BOTTOM half of the 

bracket. Press it firmly in so 
it is fully seated in bracket. 

Slide sleeve on from the rear of the motor 
near the leads. Position the sleeve over the 
rear half of the motor (shiny section). The 

black section is the gear housing. 

  

 
Proper position of sleeve on 
motor (over rear section). 

Carefully slide the motor 
(with sleeve installed) thru 
the bracket where the 
grommet is installed. Twist 
it slightly as you push. Try 

As the motor comes to the front portion of 
the bracket, you need to rotate the motor 
such that (1) the mounting holes line up with 
the holes in the bracket and (2) the flat on the 
shaft is facing up so you will be able to mount 



not to move the grommet 
out of position. 
  

the pulley’s set screw onto the flat portion of 
the shaft. You can twist the motor inside the 
sleeve to accomplish this. 
 

Mount the four mounting screws and lock washers. You are ready to connect your motor electrically to the 
system. 

 

This sleeve increases the magnetic effect that the motor uses to generate motion 

by increasing the amount of metal around the motor housing. This results in a 

higher torque rating with a only minor reduction in RPM (speed). When using 

equipment like this, the user is always better off with more torque and less speed 

because the system will take full advantage of the increased torque whereas the 

higher RPM’S, in the absence of higher torque, will not be as useful to the user. 

 

YOU MUST BE VERY CAREFUL when 

handling the wires on the motor. DO 

NOT push the wires when inserting the 

motor into the bracket or you may break 

the solder connections on the cables. If 

the wires break, then you will need to 

re-solder them or return the motor for 

repair at your cost. 

DON’T mishandle the wires! 


